[Specter] wrote:
“Regarding anti-femininity with jews, one member posted a conversation they had with some kikes and they told him that some certain holiday was basically a "thanksgiving to their god" for making them male. Meanwhile, they enforce pro-feminism to gentiles.”

Jews understand what ((("empowered women"))) towards the end of degeneracy cause to a society, same as men walking on the same spectrum.

On the numerous studies of Jews, yes, they also recite a prayer where they "Thank God" for not making them women, plus they have numerous other woman hating customs and holidays. This hate has reflected on their women, who primarily opt in to become prostitutes in a form of reaction.

For those who have wasted their time reading the national history of jews, the "Bible", whoredom for jewish women and being lower than pigs, was everyday life in Israel, to the point they had to issue national warnings to stop this. Lot, a national hero of Israel, was pimping his own daughters to name one example.

I'll give you an article for reference on how jews deal with race traitors, women that betray their bunch and so on. Here, women who had relationships with Arabs in Israel, were branded an "existential threat" to the "Israeli people". They were penalized, treated lower than dogs for their stupid choices.

The Jewish Women Who Posed an 'Existential Threat' to Israel by Marrying Arab Men

https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-1.9712411

At the same rate, they go tell Bjorn in Europe, that his daughter or wife is doing great that she entertains to copulate with people whom will drastically reduce or halve their IQ, rendering us a gathering of retards collectively.
Jews on the other hand as Bjorn is instructed in Pornhub to like this, are going to execute women who do this, or restrain them seriously. One news article I read from Israel, Orthodox gangs were going around Israel and they knew one jewess was hanging around with an Arab. This is a constant phenomenon in Israel.

They were sitting on a balcony casually talking, the jewess with the Arab. The Orthodox jews literally climbed the balcony [2nd story] and pulled down the Arab from the Balcony, beating him senseless.

The same jews will be on TV in the West talking to you how your daughters and wives should be pimped, and how that's a very good and open-minded thing. According to jews also this is the future and it's very great.

Sort of like open borders. We all know here these things "go together", silly you. First you need open borders, then an open and glad heart in the face of your own extinction.

And don't you dare insult a bbc half jewish princess out of it, because she will, I don't know, take revenge on you by showing out on Instagram that she is with the #invaders and she has a lot of #fun.

This is also the surest and most foolproof way to cause a rampant reaction, which will return us again to the shit morals of judeochristianity which caused this in the first place. Many in the right wing are already fallen into this trap. Then, after this, we'll have another round of more rampant feminism, and then, another round of more rampant judeochristianity or Islam.

It is therefore imperative for them to promote rampant feminism on us. Basically, feminism is just a front, as with anything else. None of this has ever had to do with the rights of any women.

Meanwhile, normal developments of balance that happened in the West, such as women voting, empowerment of women, or equality, are accredited falsely to "Feminism". Our ancient history already had these powers vested in women, already. We didn't need the Jews to remind us.

We just needed them to let us be with their kosher middle eastern program. The moment these shit programs let up after the Enlightenment in Europe, we moved steadily again towards a balance between men and women. But not for long.
Jews themselves have a worldwide known history of treating females lower than pigs [as shown above] and they themselves practice the exact opposite end. It's none of our business to care what they do, but it just goes to show, the excessive double standards this race promotes.

They also send every suppressed jewish whore lowlifes in the West, as to bastardize the brains of native women. Jewish women run in the West to pimp themselves out, because their order of jews has turned them mental.

Then, the West has to pay the psychological damages of these prostitutes, where they create bogus explanations for the native women about how they had so much suppression too.

All of Feminism if you look into it, is rather the reaction of jewesses against their own jewish patriarchic order. This is explained in every Feminist Manuscript. The revolt against the "Patriarchy" is a word to describe the "Patriarch of Abraham". If you don't believe this, look that up.

All of Feminism describes their reaction is to "abrahamism", i.e., the religious forefather of the jews.

Prior to this, women did fine, and were far better off than they are even today. The moment the West healed temporary and we reached equilibrium between men and women, and balance, the enemy came in with rampant feminism to upset the balance once again.

This time over, they promote this on the side of women. A few decades ago, they pushed this on the side of men, turning them to Israeli Jews.

Jews come to tell us they are revolutionary when a woman goes at University, while essentially some of the greatest scientists in Sumer or Ancient Greeks were females, lol.

The same race of Abrahamic zealots that executed Hypatia for being a woman scientist [after raping her] are the same race of zealots that tell us today that making women into monkeys that contract STD's on sidewalks is the way towards their "liberation", promoting uneducated women, stupidity in women, and women without any noble values that resemble the lowest manifestation of femininity.

Jews pretend they made a great achievement when they said a woman can be a
warrior, by manufacturing bullshit now to further weaken the Western Civilization and delude women. The fact that women can be noble and reach any height was already known in Pagan civilizations. We didn't need the jews to tell us anything.

However the jew destroys something and re-introduces it as "new" after they have killed the civilization where they stole it from.

We're being bullshitted by this race of alien garbage, on all sides. Feminism is just more of this bullshit for goyim consumption.

Gentile women don't need Trans Yaniv to tell them about their future, they need other Gentile accomplished women in all fields of life, or the Goddesses like Lilith or Astarte, Hera or Athena.
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